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Abstract 
This paper proves two results on the descriptive power of special Thue systems. Let T be 
a special Thue system on A and let M(A; T) be the monoid presented by T. If the center of 
M(A; T) is nontrivial, then M(A; T) is the infinite cyclic monoid or a group; if M(A; T) has 
only a finite number of N (or ~)-classes, then M(A; T) is a group. 
1. Introduction 
Thue systems have extensively been studied in computability theory, formal language 
theory, and combinatorial (semi-)groups. Here we restrict our attention to special Thue 
systems. A Thue system T on A is called special if each rule of  T is of the form 
(l,e), where l is a nonempty word on A, and e denotes the empty word. Such systems 
were first introduced by Thue [15] and the monoids presented by such systems were 
studied by Adjan in his monograph [1]. In recent years, special Thue systems have been 
studied in several aspects. Bucher [4] and Zhang [ 16] studied the congruential languages 
specified by special Thue systems; McNaughton and Narendran [10], Squier [14] and 
Zhang [ 17, 18] studied the algebraic properties of  the monoids presented by finite special 
Thue systems; Narendran et al. proved that the group problem is undecidable for special 
Thue systems [11]; and Jantzen studied the special Thue system {(abbaab, e)} in [6] 
in order to answer some open problems about Thue systems. 
For a special Thue system T, the process of  rewriting modulo T is relatively simple, 
since it just is the insertion and deletion of subwords. Hence, it is natural to ask which 
monoid can be presented by a special Thue system. Such a monoid is called a special 
monoid. So far, a few results have been obtained in this direction. Cochet proved that a 
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group can be presented by a finite special Church-Rosser Thue system if and only if G 
is isomorphic to the free product of finitely many cyclic groups [5]. Squier generalized 
this result [14]. One of his results states that the group of units of a monoid presented by 
a finite special Church-Rosser Thue system is the free product of finitely many cyclic 
groups. In this paper, we prove two characterization theorems on special monoids. The 
first theorem concerns the centers of special monoids. In the monograph [1], Adjan 
proved that among special monoids only the infinite cyclic monoid C~, the bicyclic 
monoid B2 and groups may satisfy some identity. A monoid is commutative if and 
only if it satisfies the identity XY = YX. Therefore, a commutative special monoid is 
either the infinite cyclic monoid or a group. In Section 3 of this paper, we prove a 
stronger esult: a special monoid with a nontrivial center is either the infinite cyclic 
monoid or a group (Theorem 3.2). The second theorem of this paper concerns Green's 
relations on special monoids. In Section 4, we prove that special monoids with a finite 
number of ~(or  ~a)-classes are groups (Theorem 4.2), which is a generalization of 
the fact that finite special monoids are groups [1]. 
Even though our results do not settle the problem of which monoids can be presented 
by special Thue systems, it gives us simple criteria to verify that a given monoid 
cannot be presented by a special Thue system. Finally, it is worth mentioning that the 
descriptive power of various restricted classes of Thue systems are studied by different 
people (see the survey paper [9]). 
2. Basic concepts and results 
Let A* be the free monoid generated by finite alphabet A, the identity of which is 
denoted by e. For a word w E A*, the length of w, denoted by [wl, is defined as: 
le[ =0,  and law[ = l+]w[  for all wEA*  and a EA. Forx, yEA* ,  byx -~y we 
mean that x and y are the same word of A*; if y is a prefix of x, we define y- Ix  = z, 
where z satisfies the equality x =_. yz; symmetrically, we define xy -1 = z if y is a 
suffix of x and zy =_ x. 
A Thue system T on alphabet A is a set of ordered pairs of elements , " A*. The 
:¢ 
Thue congruence ~--~r generated by T is the symmetric, reflexive, and transiti~ •closure 
of the relation ---*r defined by: ulv ---~T urv for all u,v E A* and ( l , r )  E T. Clearly * r  
is the smallest congruence containing T. The quotient of the free monoid A* by the 
congruence *T  is a monoid, denoted by M(A; T). The ordered pair (A; T) is called 
a (monoid) presentation of M(A; T) with generators A and defining relations T. For 
x ,y  E A*, by x =M(A;T) Y we mean that x and y define the same element in M(A; T). 
The subscript 'M(A; T) '  will be omitted whenever the context is clear. 
Two Thue systems T and R on alphabet A are equivalent if *T  = *R. Obviously, 
equivalent Thue systems present he same monoid. 
The interested reader is asked to refer to the survey paper [2] or the monograph [3] 
for more information and comments regarding these notations and notions. 
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2.1. Special Thue systems and special monoids 
The well-known bicyclic monoid is given through the special Thue system {(ab, e)} 
on {a, b}. In addition, each finitely presented group can be presented by a finite special 
Thue system. 
Let T be a special Thue system on A and let M = M(A; T) be the special monoid 
presented by T. Let G(M), UI(M), and Ur(M) denote the group of units, the submonoid 
of left units and the submonoid of fight units of M, respectively. 
Theorem 2.1. (1) ([18]) The submonoid UI(M) (resp. Ur(M) ) of special monoid M 
is a free product of  a free monoid and the group G(M). 
(2) Suppose that all letters of A appear in left-hand side of rules of T. Then M 
is a group if and only if UI(M) =- G(M). 
Proof. (1) See [18]. 
(2) If M is a group, then G(M)=M= Ul(M). Conversely, assume G(M)= UI(M), 
we prove that M is a group as follows. 
As a first step we define a sequence A1,A2 ... . .  Ai .... of subsets of A inductively by 
taking 
AI = {a E A 13u E A*: (ua, e) E T} 
and 
Ai+l = {a E A -A i  13u E A*3v E A*" (uav, e) E T} UAi. 
Obviously, we have Al ~A2 C'" "Ai C Ai+l C""  C_A and, since all letters of A appear 
on the left-hand side of rules in T, Ui=lAi = A. Since generators in Al define left 
units of M and G(M) = UI(M), they define units of M. By induction, we can prove 
that, for any i, generators in A i define units of M. Therefore, all generators in A define 
units of M and M(= G(M)) is a group. 
For a word v E A*, it is left (right) invertible modulo T if v defines a left (right) 
unit of M(A; T); it is invertible if it is both left and right invertible. Finally, we say 
that v is a maximal invertible factor of u modulo T, if there are x, y E A* such that all 
the following three conditions are satisfied: (1) u =_ xvy; (2) v is invertible modulo T; 
(3) whenever x =- x~x" and y =- y~y" such that x"y' ~ e, then x"vy  is not invertible 
modulo T. A fundamental result on special monoids is 
Theorem 2.2 (Otto and Zhang [13]). Let T be a spec&l Thue system on A, let 
M = M(A;T)  and let u,v E A*. I fu=Mv,  then u and v can be factored as u=- 
uowlul " " " WnUn and v =- vowlvl " " wnvn for some n such that the following two con- 
ditions hold: 
(1) all wi are nonempty; 
(2) all ui and vi are maximal invertible factors of u and v, respectively, such that 
ui =M Vi, and at least one of uj and vj is nonempty Jbr each 1 <<.j<~n- 1. 
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2.2. Reduction and confluence 
Let T be a Thue system on alphabet A. The reduction --+* is the reflexive, transitive 
closure of  the relation ---~r defined at the beginning of  this section. For u, v E A*, if 
u --~ v, u reduces to v; if there is no v E A* such that u ---~ v, then u is irreducible 
modulo T; otherwise, u is reducible modulo T. By IRR(T)  we denote the set of  all 
irreducible elements modulo T. 
A Thue system T on A is called Noetherian if there exists no infinite chain of the 
form Xl ---+r X2 "-~V ' "  "; it is called confluent if, for all u,v,w E A*, u --~* v and 
u ~ w imply that v ~ z and w ~ z for some z E A*. 
If a Thue system is Noetherian and confluent, then each congruence class [x]r of 
:¢ 
~T contains a unique irreducible element x0, and any other element in [x]r reduces 
to x0. Thus, the set IRR(T)  becomes a set of  representatives of M(A; T). 
Let -< be a linear ordering on a finite alphabet A. We extend the linear ordering to 
a linear ordering < on A* by 
x < y if and only if Ix[ < [y[ or Ix[ = lY[ and x "~lex Y, 
where -<lcx denotes the lexicographical ordering on A* induced by the given linear 
ordering -< on A. 
Given a special Thue system T on A, using the ordering <,  we define a Thue system 
R=R(T)  onA as 
R = {(u,v)[ u,v E A*" u =M(A;r)v, u > V and u and v are invertible}. 
Theorem 2.3 (McNaughton and Narendran [10]). For any special Thue system T on 
A, R defined above is Noetherian, confluent and equivalent o T. Moreover, for any 
x, y E 1RR(R) and z E A* such that xy ---~ z and z ~ xy, xy ---~1~ z, i.e. xy can reduce 
to z in one step. 
Theorem 2.3 plays a very important role in studying special monoids [10, 17, 18]. 
3. The centers of special monoids 
Consider a fixed, nonempty alphabet X = {x, y .. . .  }. Given two different words u, v 
on X, we define an identity u = v. We say a monoid M satisfies the identity u = v 
if, for all homomorphisms q6 : X* ~ M, ~b(u) =~t q~(v). For example, the bicyclic 
monoid B2 = ({a,b},ab = e) satisfies the identity xy2xyx2y2x = xy2x2yxyZx [1]. It is 
not difficult to see that the free product of  two nontrivial monoids does not satisfy any 
identity and the center of such a free product is trivial. 
In [1], Adjan proved the following result: 
Let T be a special Thue system on A. Then an identity holds in M(A; T) only if M 
is the infinite cyclic monoid C1, the bicyclic monoid B2, or a group. By this result, a 
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commutative special monoid is either the infinite cyclic monoid or a group. This result 
can be strengthened somewhat in the following form. 
Theorem 3.1. I f  the center Z(M(A; T)) o f  M(A; T) is" nontrivial, then M(A; T) is a 
cyclic monoid or a group. 
Proof. Suppose the special monoid M = M(A; T) has a nontrivial center Z(M)  and is 
not cyclic. We shall prove that it is a group. Let x ¢ e be in Z(M).  Without loss of 
generality, we may assume that x is irreducible modulo T(R), which is defined as in 
Section 2. 
Claim. x is invertible in M. 
Proof. Since M is not cyclic, at least two generators are not equal to e in M. Thus, 
there is a generator a satisfying (1) a eM e and (2) x ~ a k for any k>~0. Since 
ax = xa in M and R(T) defined in Section 2 is confluent and equivalent o T and 
a is irreducible modulo R(T), ax --+R(r) Y and xa --+R(r) Y for some y E A*. Since 
x ~ a k for any k >~ O, ax ~ xa. Thus either ax or xa is different from y. We consider 
the following cases. 
Case 1: xa: -y .  By Theorem 2.3, x can be factored as x=-xlx2 such that (ax l ,y l )C  
R(T)  and ytx2 ~y=-xa  for some yl EA*.  Since ylx2 =~xa=xlx2a, ly~l = IXll + 1. 
Hence, Yl =__x~c and cx2 =-x2a for some letter c C A. From cx2 =- xza follows that a = c 
and x2 ~- a i for some i~>0 [8]. By the definition o fR(T) ,  axl and yl( = - xla) are invert- 
ible. Hence a and Xl are invertible. This implies that x(=xlx2 ~xla  i) is also invertible. 
Case 2: ax = y. This case is similar to Case 1. 
Case 3: ax ~ y ~ xa. x can be factored as x =_ XlX2 =- x3x4 such that (axl, yl ) 
R(T), (xaa, y2) E R(T), and y =_ ylx2 =-x3Y2 for some Yl and y2. Again, by the 
definition of  R(T), axl and x4a are invertible. Thus, a,xl and x4 are invertible. Recall 
that y lx2  =-x3Y2.  
If lyll>~lx31, then Yl =- x3t and Y2 =- tx2 for some t E A*. Since yl and y2 are 
invertible, t, x2 and x3 are invertible. Therefore, x( = - xlxz) is invertible. 
If lYll < Ix31, then x3 =-ylt and xz =-ty2. Thus, xlty2 = xlx2 = x3x4 ~ yltx4. We 
must now further divide into two subcases Ixll>~ lyll and Ixlt < tyll- If Ixll~> [yll, 
xL =- y lp ,  qy2 - x4 and pt - tq for some p,q E A*. Since xl and Yl are invertible, 
p is invertible. Similarly, q is invertible. On the other hand, pt = tq implies that 
p =- zw, q =- wz and t =-- (zw)iz for some i. Therefore, t is also invertible. Thus, 
x(= xlx2 =- xlty2) is invertible. If  Ix1[ < lYll, Yl =- x lp  and Y2-~ qx4 and pt =-tq for 
some p,q E A*. Then we also have that t and x are invertible. 
By above claim, Z(M)C_ G(M). Recall that UI(M) is a free product of a free monoid 
/:1 and G(M) (Theorem 2.1(1)) and the center of the free product of two nontrivial 
monoids is trivial. We must have that Fi is trivial and Ul(M) = G(M). Therefore, by 
Theorem 2.1(2), M is a group. [] 
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4. Green's relations on special monoids 
Let M be a monoid and let a and b be two elements of M. Green's relations ~,  
c~a, j ,  and ~ are defined as 
a~b if and only if aM = bM, 
a~q~b if and only if Ma = Mb, 
a Jb  if and only if MaM = MbM, 
.~ = ~ v ,~.  
It is clear that they are equivalence relations. In groups, these four relations coincide 
with the universal relation. These relations, however, are very important in algebraic 
semigroup theory. For more information regarding these notions see the book [7]. 
Let T be a special Thue system and let M be the special monoid presented by T. 
For element x E A*, a suffix y ofx  is called maximal right invertible suffix ofx if y is 
right invertible and has the maximum length over all right invertible suffixes of x. Let 
z E A*. Suppose that z =M e. Then, for any factorization x - xlx2 of x, xlzx2 =M XlX2. 
On the other hand, x~yx2 =M x may not imply that y --M e. However, we have the 
following result. 
Lemma 4.1 (Zhang [16]). Let x=_x'x ", where x" is the maximal right invertible suffix 
o f  x and let y E A*. Then y :M e i f  and only if  x' yx" :M x. 
A finite special monoid is a group [1]. This result can be generalized to the following 
result. 
Theorem 4.2. Let T be a special Thue system on A. I f  the special monoid M(A, T) 
has only a finite number of  ~ (resp. ~)-classes, then M(A; T) is a group. 
Proof. We prove the result only for ~,  the other case is similar. Let M(A; T) have a 
finite number of ~-classes. Suppose that M(A; T) is not a group. Note that M(A; T) 
is a group if and only if all generators are right invertible. The fact that M(A; T) is 
not a group implies that there exists a generator a E A that is not right invertible. It 
follows that a i is not right invertible for all positive integers i. Since M(A; T) only 
has a finite number of R-classes, there exists two positive integers i and j such that 
a i~a j,  where i < j .  Therefore, aJy = a i for some y. By Lemma 4.1, a J - iy  = e, and 
a is right invertible. This is impossible. Therefore, M(A; T) is a group. [] 
Theorem 4.2 implies that, for a special monoid, the numbers of ~-classes and 
&°-classes always coincide and that this number is either 1 or infinite. Since the bicyclic 
monoid B2 has only one Y-class and one J-class, we cannot extend Theorem 4.2 
to ~ or J .  Moreover, in B2, free monoids and groups, relations ~ and J are 
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equal. But this fact is not true for special monoids in general. Consider the exam- 
ple M({a,b,c};{(abc,  e)})  (see [7, p. 51]). In this monoid, b Je ,  but b~e.  
5. Conclusion 
These two characterization results reflect the fact that monoids that can be pre- 
sented by special Thue systems form a relatively simple class of  monoids. As a future 
research topic, we propose to study algebraic structure problems, such as free product 
decomposit ion, for monoids that can be presented by special Thue systems. 
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